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*** 

Late last year, my name was added to a blacklist published online by the Ukraine Center for
Countering Disinformation. I joined over ninety others deemed to be “speakers who promote
narratives consonant with Russian propaganda.“

These  included  Manuel  Pineda  and  Clare  Daly,  both  leftist  Members  of  the  European
Parliament (MEP); Also counted are people on the right, such as Doug Bandow of the Cato
Institute,  neocon  and  former  IDF  officer  Edward  Luttwak,  a  slew  of  rightist  MEPs;  Ex  CIA
officer,  Ray  McGovern;  former  military  and  intelligence  figures  such  as  Scott  Ritter  and
Douglas  McGregor,  as  well  as  academics  such  as  John  Mearsheimer  and  Jeffrey  Sachs.
Journalists on the list included Glenn Greenwald, Tucker Carlson and Eva Bartlett, Roger
Waters from Pink Floyd, and even actor Steven Seagal.
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Девід Міллер, Журналіст = David Miller, Journalist –  in Ukrainian

What was my crime? It said my “pro-Russian narrative” was claiming that “NATO’s proxy
war with Russia is taking place in Ukraine”. Of course, a NATO proxy war is exactly what is
happening there, as this article will only further confirm.

The listing helpfully provided a link with the evidence, an article I  wrote for Mayadeen
English called “How disinformation works: Western intelligence agencies global war on the
left.” It contained a single, 176-word  paragraph on Ukraine titled “‘Russian Disinformation’
or Ukrainian lies?” It recounted several examples of Ukrainian misinformation and concluded
that  “Anyone who mentions any particular  truth is  derided for  echoing Putin’s  ‘talking
points’.” In the event I was actually denounced as an “information terrorist” who might be
guilty of “war crimes.”

Being added to the blacklist concentrates the mind wonderfully on the forces ranged against
the possibility of truth and justice in the crisis-ridden West. When I was first accused, over a
decade ago now, of antisemitism, my response was to intensify my research and writing
activities on the organizations involved in defaming me. Since then I have produced a long
catalog of work on the Zionist movement as well as on Western propaganda activities. Of
course, the defamatory attacks encourage an atmosphere where social media threats can
be made. But the issue of Nazism in Ukraine will be seen in retrospect as a defining issue of
our era and it is important to remember that the reason I and many others are threatened
by the Ukraine government and their NATO backers is because we in turn threaten to
expose them for what they are: Nazi collaborators.

To read complete Mint Press article  click here
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and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Professor David Miller is a non-resident Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for Islam and
Global Affairs at Istanbul Zaim University and a former Professor of Political Sociology at the
University of Bristol. He is a broadcaster, writer and investigative researcher; the producer
of the weekly show Palestine Declassified on PressTV; and the co-director of Public Interest
Investigations,  of  which  spinwatch.org  and  powerbase.info  are  projects.  He  tweets
@Tracking_Power.
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